Autologous Bone Augmentation in Combination with an Ameloblastoma in the Maxillary Region - A Case Report?
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Abstract
Maxillary ameloblastomas are rare odontogenic tumours. This case report describes a patient who presented with an ameloblastoma in the maxillary molar region. In this case, bone surrounding tooth 28 was removed together with the tooth itself and the cystic mass to perform an augmentation at 11 for subsequent implant placement. Histological examination of the mass revealed it to be an ameloblastoma. This called for an extensive follow-up resection at tooth 28 and removal of the augmentation material at 11.
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1. Introduction
Odontogenic tumours are neoplasms of tissues involved in odontogenesis. An ameloblastoma usually develops from the odontogenic epithelium during formation of the dental lamina [1, 2]. It is locally aggressive and destructive, but metastasises only rarely [3, 4]. Ameloblastomas mostly affect patients in their third and fourth decade of life [2]. Treatment of radicular cysts consists of cystectomy with subsequent spontaneous bone healing. The use of bone substitute material is somewhat controversial and depends on the augmentation volume [5, 6].
2. Case Report
A 57-year-old patient with no systemic diseases presented with complaints about his much-elongated upper central incisor tooth (11), insufficient crowns and fillings as well as missing teeth. He was dissatisfied with his aesthetic appearance.

2.1 Radiological examination
A panoramic dental X-ray was taken (Figure 1). Apical to tooth 28, a clearly defined ellipsoid translucency beginning at the maxillary tuberosity, touching the floor of the maxillary sinus and the alveolar crest was further diagnosed. We suspected an odontogenic cyst, particularly a radicular cyst.

![Figure 1: Panoramic X-ray after initial examination.](image)

2.2 Treatment and diagnosis
After preoperative planning based on situation models and radiological and clinical evaluation of the oral cavity, it was decided to remove the tooth 11, 12 and 28. Preoperative implant planning showed that the region of the teeth to be extracted needed buccal augmentation. Extraction of tooth 11, osteotomy of tooth 28 and bone augmentation with bonechips at 11 were performed. The entirety of the removed tissue periapical to tooth 28 was suspected to be a radicular cyst and was forwarded for histological examination. The wound was closed with local flap surgery (vicryl 3-0 suture).

2.3 Histological examination and diagnosis
Histological sections described material revealed a cystic lesion with collagenous connective tissue at the outside. Tumour cells were of medium size, moderately to slightly pleomorphic with a shift in the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio in favour of cell nuclei. They were elements of an ameloblastoma of a mostly plexiform, focal as well as follicular type and with the clinical picture of a cystic lesion (Figure 2).
2.4 Postoperative treatment

From the histological diagnosis followed the indication to remove the augmentation material in the region of the front teeth and to perform a follow-up resection in region 28. After a four-month healing period, treatment at the surgical site was continued. Further implantological treatment was eschewed in favour of a conventional metal-veneer ceramic bridge restoration from tooth 16 to 22 (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Histological examination.

Figure 3: Prosthetic outcome.
3. Discussion
Ameloblastomas, belong to the group of odontogenic tumours [7]. In the literature, a unilocular translucency found on X-ray with a clear demarcation and in local relation to an insufficiently restored tooth is almost invariably identified as inflammatory cyst upon histological examination [8]. Histological diagnosis of tissue specimens is thus not regularly performed in such case. With increasing growth, it causes tooth displacement and root resorption. According to the current literature, this type of tumour is very rare in this decade of life and in this location, and the majority of these translucencies are histologically diagnosed as odontogenic cyst [9]. In order to resect potential daughter cysts, ameloblastoma resections require a safe margin of 1–2 cm, which here clearly exceeded the harvesting region [10].

4. Conclusion
Radiological and clinical examinations often allow for a tentative diagnosis that is based on available literature and epidemiology that provide information on the incidence and prevalence of known diseases. The case presented in this paper serves to demonstrate that histological examination of tissue specimens prior to tissue grafting may be advisable in order to avoid inadvertent introduction of pathogenic cells into healthy tissue.
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